Introduction
In the front matter of 1579 Mirrour of Mutabilitie, his first-ever published work, Anthony Munday dedicated the book in English to Edward DeVere, 17th Earl of Oxford, even featuring Oxford's name and titles "hidden" in several acrostic poems (see Figure 1 for the first acrostic). An acrositic poem was a cute puzzle wherein, reading down the left margin, the capitalized first letter of each line spelled out a not-so-hidden message.
Indeed, many of Munday's poems in that volume were acrostic, spelling out the evils that caused the downfalls of the tragic subjects of Mirrour (such as King Herod's "WRATHE"). Normally the intent of an acrostic was that it may be easily discovered and yet present an easily interpreted, coherent message.
2 Then, some four pages from the end of the book, written in Latin, Munday included an unsigned further dedication to Oxford which has not If the 1579 Latin poem had not been followed by Munday's later often-adopted motto, "Honos Alit Artes"
(Honor nourishes the arts), there might be debate about who was the real author of that poem, since Munday rarely if ever wrote in Latin. By contrast, Oxford contributed a sophisticated Latin dedication to Bartholomew Clerke's 1571/2 De Curiali (The Courtier) Latin translation from Baldassar Castiglione's 1528 Cortegiano
Italian original, alongside a dedication by Clerke's patron Thomas Sackville, Lord Buckhurst and later Earl of Dorset (Nelson, 2003, p. 237) . And in 1578, writing in Latin, Gabriel Harvey had praised Oxford's Latin works as "more polished" than those of Castiglione, and among "your many Latin things" (Nelson, 2003, p. 2) , now lost.
So, did Oxford write that 1579 Latin poem to describe his own sea voyage musings? I think Oxford was more likely the Latinist than that Munday was-but since this is a side issue for this article, we'll let Munday have the credit and press on, except to note that pseudonymous, anonymous, and other deliberately misdirected works (e.g., using initials or even whole names of others, possibly without their knowledge) were not rare in the "Golden Age of English Literature," with Munday in particular associated with more than his share of pseudonyms. 3 Similarly, in the front matter of Robert Greene's 1584 Gvvydonius The carde of fancie was a dedication in English prose to Oxford (see Figures 3 and 4 ), but shortly below it was a dedicatory poem in Latin (see Figure 5) in which Greene-or a mysterious, possibly-pseudonym "Richard Portington"-used wordplay on the Latin word "VERE", which alone or as a form of "verum" meant "to be true, truthfulness, fair, or fact" (see Figures 6 and 7;  possibly it is the root for our "verify"). 4 Whoever was the actual author of the poem, it was obviously inspired by or a tribute to Oxford's surname "de Vere", which itself meant essentially "of Truth". This article suggests that, as with Munday's 1579 English poems, Greene-Portington's 1584 Latin poem and its deft wordplay may be an acrostic, although in this case the acrostic was in Latin, was less obvious, and its meaning was blurred by the difficulties of translating Latin both generally and in this specific case. Earlier scholars haven't recognized the acrostic (we will see that at least one expert denies it's existence), and in fact Greene's Latin poem has itself been only rarely discussed by scholars until recently. Seeing that there was no known poet with the name "Portington" or "Portingtonus" ("Richard" or not), and Green rarely wrote in Latin, again as with
Munday's Latin poem, we may suspect an arrogant nobleman such as Oxford of having written the 1584 Latin poem to riff on his own name.
3 Per the Short Title Catalogue (STC), Munday pseudonyms included "Shepherd Tonie", "Lazarus Pyot", "Simon Smell-knave", and others. Nelson (2003, pp. 236-239) listed a number of the literati, in addition to Munday and Greene, who dedicated works to Oxford. Also, in the pages 226-28 and 287-92 Nelson discussed "Oxford's Literary Circle", listing Thomas Watson, George Peele, Thomas Nash, and even George Buck (or Buc, after 1608 "Master of the Revels" with censorship control over plays and playhouses), among others. So, it's notable that a number in "Oxford's Circle" particularly Munday, Greene, Lyly, and Nash, were involved in the 1588-92 "Marprelate Controversy," hired by the Episcopacy to use pseudonyms in writing pamphlets to defend the Anglican prelates against "Martinist" Puritan attackers (pages 226-228 show that Oxford himself was a victim of attacks by Puritan Gabriel Harvey, and strongly defended by Lyly and Nash). For more on "Oxford's Circle" and the Marprelate controversy, see Appleton, Elizabeth (1985) , Edward de Vere and the War of Words, Toronto, ON, Elizabethan Press.
4 "Whitaker's Words" (source of Figure 6 ) is handy and accurate enough, but as will be discussed in this article, users not being careful can be misled by it, as by any dictionary, when alternate definitions or context-dependent connotations are in play. Traupman (1966, p. 440) defined "vere" (from a guide p. 4, both vowels are pronounced like the vowel in "pet") as an adverb meaning "really, truly." Simpson (1968, pp. xiii, 636) had the two vowels as "long" and defined "vere" as an adverb "from verus; q.v." which pointed to page 638, "verus -a -um, adj." meaning "true, real, genuine," "truthful" or "reasonable" in other contexts. Traupman also has "verum" as a noun meaning "the truth, reality" or "what is right, duty."
Still, I was puzzled by Whitaker's definition of "vere", where in some contexts it can mean Spring or Youth in addition to the Traupman definition. So, I sent questions to a Latinist friend in England, who requests to remain anonymous, and he sent me the message in Figure 7 by e-mail, which derives from Lewis and Short's massive and definitive Latin-English dictionary. There you'll see it resembles Whitaker's definition in many ways, because of "vere" forms for "ver" and other Latin words aside from "verus". In particular, the various uses of "vere" in connection with Spring, as in "vere prius flores" or "vere novo", reinforces what were in Whitaker, particular his "spring; spring time of life, youth".
Note that my English friend's note (see Figure 7 ) began with the fact that "vere means a 'boar' in old French", which I had discovered in my own French dictionaries, but wasn't sure was relevant to this discussion. Still, it shows why the Earls of Oxford adopted the boar as their symbol, part of their heraldic symbology. And it may throw doubt on the legend that the boar was adopted by them from the purported death of the 9th Earl of Oxford after being gored to death by a boar while hunting in France. If the acrostic I suggest for the 1584 Latin poem is valid, it hints at the dilemma of an Elizabethan court poet, such as Oxford was, having to choose between court or public venues, but not both-i.e., to avoid the "stigma of print". That "stigma", or 16th century concept so named in modern times to describe it, derived originally from Castiglione's 1528 Cortegiano, which outlined the good attributes to help a successful courtier stand out from his many competitors for favor at court, including dancing, singing, writing verses, and many more serious traits (see Opdyke (1903) , front-matter, for a summary of his English translation of Cortegiano) 5 . However, the courtier was warned against taking his "idlenesses" too seriously, because sycophants could take advantage of their pride. May-1991 (pp. 269-86) declined to attribute them to Oxford after all. Oxford's total extant poems attributed by such authors as J. Thomas Looney or Ruth Miller total between 25 to 30, but many of those were signed "Ignoto" (= "Unknown," "Strange," or even "Ignoble"). May dismissed many of those and found a few others that he did assign to Oxford, for a total of about 20. Unfortunately, that left out many of the best. Yet, Hess (2005) argued that Oxford also wrote the 460-line "Another Rare Dreame" (also in 1593 Phoenix Nest and said to be by an unnamed author with M.A.s from both universities-which was a short list including Oxford!). "Dreame" would double the number of high-quality lines attributable to Oxford, thereby enabling a fairer comparison with the larger number of lines of quality verses by other poets (Sidney, Spenser, Daniel, Shakespeare, etc.).
works in Latin, called "The Philological Museum" 7 , many extant today only in manuscript (MS). Via e-mail, Dr.
Sutton has provided this author with superior prose translations for each poem, plus valuable side comments and criticism. And these are featured first, alongside of other translations and this author's discussions, for each poem.
Rather than trying to provide a "definitive" presentation for each of the two poems, this author provides his own narrative and analysis following that of Dr. Sutton, and then translations by others. Intelligent readers are free to draw their own conclusions, knowing in advance that Dr. Sutton has a vastly superior knowledge of Latin, undoubtedly provides superior translations, but perhaps isn't as aware of wider historical and social contexts as readers of this journal may be.
Munday's "Virum E O" Dedication to Oxford in 1579 Mirrour of Mutabilitie
Starting with Anthony Munday's 1579 Mirrour of Mutabilitie, the first of many books which Munday dedicated to his master the Earl of Oxford, its Latin poem was not acrostic, as were the other dedications to
Oxford in Mirrour. The title "Ad Preclarum et nobilissimum Virum E O" reinforces a number of ideas about
Oxford-as-Shakespeare that we Oxfordians have long assumed, such as using coded allusions, playing with
Oxford's family name "DeVere" (e.g., in the word "Virum"), and toying with Oxford's initials ("E.O." = Edward
Oxenford or Earl of Oxford). These were obviously fair game for poets in Oxford's circle. But when I first found it, my rudimentary Latin skills caused me to hope for more, such as a possible allusion to Pallas Athena, "the Spear-shaker". Alas, the more I've learned about Latin, the less this poem fits my initial hopes. But it is still worth exploring, and provides a nice addition to studying Munday's life and works.
The translation below provided by Dr. Sutton may yield information about Oxford's travels overseas to Italy, and likely briefly to Greece, 8 in the Summer of 1575 and Oxford's encounter with Dutch pirates upon crossing 7 See from www.philological.bham.ac.uk/. 8 Although there is some uncertainty about the side-trip to Greece, Oxford wrote to his father-in-law, Lord Burghley on March 17, 1575 (Nelson, 2003, pp. 123-125) as he was preparing to leave Paris for Strasbourg and then Italy. In that letter, aside from acknowledging that his wife was pregnant with his "son" (in July 1575 his daughter Elizabeth was in fact born), and celebrating same, he noted that he was preparing to enter Italy by some other route than via Milan, due to the inquisition then ongoing there (in fact, later reports to Burghley from his banker spies would show that Oxford was in Milan at least twice). He also stated his intent to take up arms against the Turks if the prospect was available (in fact, the Empire and Venice had just negotiated a truce with the Turks, so only Spain under Don Juan of Austria, half-brother of Philip II, was still at war with Constantinople), and to travel as far as Greece and Constantinople. For the latter goals, he noted that he had letters of introduction from King Henri III of France to the Doge of Venice and to the French Ambassador to Constantinople, who was then preparing to depart from Venice. More than that letter, which may have had deliberate deceptions in it, in case of interception, we know that Oxford took with him from Paris to Strasbourg William Lewin, who had been Oxford's wife's tutor, and must have been known to Oxford as one of Burghley's spies. In any case, Lewin took ill and remained in Strasbourg where he continued to send spy reports to Burghley, several times mentioning that Oxford was en route to Greece. Moreover, in Strasbourg, Oxford took into his retinue Nathaniel Baxter, Sir Philip Sidney's tutor in Greek, who accompanied him to Italy (but whose 1606 poem to Oxford's daughter the Countess of Montgomery in Ourania failed to mention any but Italian adventures). Next, a note of Oxford having been sighted in Palermo Sicily, made in Edward Webbe's 1590 Travails, would be consistent with a travel at least briefly to Greece en route to an attempt to encounter Don Juan at either his Sicilian administrative center, or else at his Naples overall headquarters. Subsequent allegations made against Oxford by his enemies in "the 1581 Libels" claimed he had bragged of bribes from and adventures with Don Juan. A 1699 book later contained a skit for a "Palace Masque" that mentions Oxford as part of a group of knights and amazons and may be a record of a masque given at Don Juan's court in Naples (Ibid., p. 140). Then there was a late-September 1575 banker-spy report to Burghley that Oxford had just arrived back in Venice "from Genoa" having hurt his knee "in a Venetian galley" (Ibid., p. 128), which implied that he had sailed along with Don Juan's fleet (much of it Venetian galleys) from Naples to intimidate the "New Nobility" in Genoa, allowing the "Old" to return to power and promptly forgive Philip II his banking debts. In short, the whole business about Greece, the Turks, and Don Juan spell out that Oxford was on a mission, not a mere tourist trip, But, it seems more likely that he returned to London, resumed his apprenticeship as a printer in the shop of John
Allde, and then a poem collection was presented to him for editing, adding to, and publishing under his own name.
In other words, this author believes that Munday was often a "publishing front" for others, even for Oxford.
For example, among the four "Bodenham miscellanies" was 1600 &10 
This Author's Transcription
Even though an image for each of the two Latin poems will be in the publication of this article, those will when he went to Italy (see Hess, 2003, pp. 309-397 for a complete rendition of Oxford's overseas missions and the likely whys and wherefores involving the encounter, befuddlement, and eventual destruction of Spain's great "war-man", Don Juan).
lack line #s, and in any case may be harder to read than these transcriptions. The "nobilissimum Virum E.O." in the title first caught my attention, and then I was struck by line 5's "Pallidus… Amator" (= pallid lover) which I hoped might have double meaning through "Pallidius" allowing "lover or beloved of Pallas" (= the Spear-shaker).
That would make sense in this poem's epic context with some similarities to themes from the Odyssey. My transcription is slightly modernized (adding line #s, end-of-line slashes, f's replaced by s where needed):
Title: Ad Preclarum / et nobilissimum Virum E O.// disease.
13. Such shadows never oppress the daylight but that Phoebus returns, shedding his beams on the earth.
15. Since the waters have a fixed limit to their rage, so I shall possess joys in secure times.
17. Adieu, my handsome friend, adieu to your goodwill, I pray you gain your hoped-for shore.
19. I commend you and all your friends/companions/kinsmen to Christ's protection until we can meet in person and enjoy friendly conversation.
Comments of Dr. Sutton:
[e-mail of 12-19-2013 , criticizing Munday's printing]:
"I have problems with this epigram, because it seems to contain several printing errors:
Line 11) rereabor surely should be recreabor, [Despite Dr. Sutton's comment, IF it was the intent of Munday, or whoever wrote the poem, to be construed as "Pallidius" (= lover or beloved of Pallas Athena, see Figure 8 for the definition of "Pallidius" from The New
College Dictionary, p. 294), Line 5 would read as:
"A lover of Pallas wears an amazed expression at encountering delay, and yet has confidence that in the end his mistress will be kindly."
And that would explain the reference to "his mistress"-none other than the Greek goddess of war, literature, and the arts. Athena (or the Roman Minerva) had an epithet of "the Spear-shaker", from depictions of her brandishing a war spear, beating it between her shield and breastplate, the latter of which bore the "Aegis", or face of the Gorgon, turning men who gazed on it to stone, and screaming forth with a din that would stun enemies into running with fear! So, might it be that an additional error in that poem was that instead of describing a sea-sick voyager, it was actually intended to describe a lover or beloved of the goddess of literature?] Burgstahler and to Dr. Sutton. The anonymous translator agreed that the "E.O." of the title was a double entendre, that the title was a pun of Virum (= virile hero) and Vere (the Earl of Oxford's surname = "Truth"), to whom Munday's book was dedicated. I had hoped some of the following hunches would have merit. But alas, for the most part they remain conjectures or queries. Still, they may be worth some thought:
[Title] Could it also be, "To the famous and most noble hero on proceeding" (i.e., "eo" can = to go, advance, proceed, travel, move along, progress)? Since it was Oxford's oft-used poetry signature (for Edward Oxenford or Earl of Oxford), could "E O." imply something special? E.g., "eo" also can = because of the fact, because, for this reason. Since the 1579 book was dedicated to Oxford, the translator stated with confidence.
[Ln. 5a] Could "Pallidus… Amator" (= pale lover) obliquely refer to or be conflated with "Pallas" the Spear-shaker, rendering Oxford "the lover of Pallas" (e.g., "Palladine" = of the Spear-shaker, an internationally celebrated knight-errant fable later translated by Munday in his 1588 Palladine of England)? As I read this Munday poem, it's hard to avoid recollection of Homer's Odyssey, in which the hero was guided in a very personal and detailed fashion by Athena, who fought by his side on his return to Ithaca.
[Ln. 5b] Could "dominam" (= lady, mistress) in this context refer not just to the Virgin Mary but also to the virgin "Pallas Athena," the guide and savior of wandering Greek heroes like Odysseus, Jason, and Belerophon?
[Ln. 9] "Alexin" might refer to Alexander the Great, with whom Oxford was compared in several dedications. But in my opinion the best (apparently missed by both translators here) is "Alexis" = "to help, defend," even "savior" in Greek and is also a Byzantine military commander title. 9 Still, it may be that a Greek there's little doubt this "Virum E O." poem was meant to be identified as Munday's, whether he actually wrote the poem or not. And in this Munday's first use of it, the motto honored an Earl, rather than to mundanely be just its writer's motto (as in English, in Latin "mundane" = worldly, of the universe, unimaginative, ordinary; and if
Munday's name was a pseudonym made up for him, this may be the source of it).
Robert Greene's 1584 Gwydonius, the Carde of Fancie
In 2009, this author noticed that Robert Greene's 1584 Gwydonius, the Carde of Fancie had more than just one dedication in it to the 17th Earl of Oxford. The second one is in Latin, allegedly by a possibly pseudonymous "Richard Portington", and after consulting "Whitaker's Words" online, I originally believed it was phrased in a way deliberately structured to conflate the names and identities of these three characters: a) Cupid or a "beloved youth", b) Oxford, and c) Greene himself (a belief I no longer can support).
Little interest had been paid to the poem as of 2009, when it was posted it to Hess' website 10 , where it continued to get little attention.
What was striking was the word play touching on Cupid in an epic context with some similarities to themes from the Odyssey. And there was also a possibility that this Latin poem refers to Oxford among multiple "Comites" (plural of Count or Earl) engaged in secret poetry, or using fronts. And it was possible that the Latin poem was an acrostic. But, Latin was full of sly tropes of which this author felt he might have been unaware. So, other translators were. [[This may not refute Dr. Sutton's opinion of "Pavia", but Traupman (1995, p. 97) reads "pasto pascere pavi pastus tr to feed; to be food for; to pasture… to use (land) as pasturage…" from which "Pavia" as "land of pavi"
was likely related to "pastoral". But, Dr. Sutton's 8-28 note did confuse two cities-Pavia (just south of Milan) is some 250 miles west of Padua (just southwest of Venice This would yield a net translation of "Pastoral or else fescinine verses and to gain profit", again a statement of the basic dilemma behind a courtier's concern about "the stigma of print". We'll circulate this idea to see if it "holds water", but until then the acrostic is invalid. Thus, the poem deliberately conflated names and identities of the "beloved youth" of this poem (Cupid + possibly the book's honoree, 34-year old Oxford), with Vere (i.e., Oxford), and with Greene (i.e., the book's putative author). Some have suggested that all three were but one man (credit S. Hughes and N. Green), though I note that with M.A.s at both Oxford and Cambridge, there was little doubt that a real Robert Greene existed, no matter how much he was bowdlerized and fictionalized after his death in Sept. 1592.
8. Therefore give thanks, you who wished to avoid the foamy waves and threatening reefs of 9. Venus, which could have sunk your fragile bark in the swelling squalls. This way lies 10. your journey, steer this way and you will travel more safely.
11. Richard Portington.
Translation 2015 of Michael Le Gassick (of England, who died January 12, 2016, taken from his unpublished paper "Gwydonius and Robert Greene").
Again this author concedes the superiority of this translation to the author's own, but notice he adroitly dodged a core question by simply leaving it as "V E R E" (i.e., Oxford's surname), although at the beginning of line 3 he translated "vere" into "Spring".
TO THE READER IN praise of the Author.
1. Behold from the stock a similar handsome shoot is sprouting 2. And the gilded branch of love grows green anew 3. In Spring: (to thee truly now V E R E is to be dedicated to thine honour): 13. In this way is the path, in this way direct thyself, thou wilt proceed more safely.
Richard Portington

Analysis and Conclusion
Readers can see that this author's discussions with Dr. Sutton and the anonymous Latinist friend of the late Dr. Burgstahler at Kansas State University have at times been politely skeptical. Yet, Sutton's translations are the most accurate, and his opinions on other matters need to be strongly considered and taken into account. Still, other opinions may have merit.
To the point, the discussion of whether an acrostic exists in Greene's 1584 Latin poem isn't merely a matter of opinion. Normally acrostics are self-validating, very simple "codes" which follow reasonable rules, and their existence or validity becomes self evident; so, one might argue that lack of agreement about this author's acrostic discovery in the Greene-Portington Latin poem is a strong reason to suspect it is a mirage rather than a real acrostic. Yet, the "reasonable rules" can be subjective, and under the rules of Latin usage, abbreviations and contractions are common. Thus, we find in the first letters of each line the likely unambiguous Latin words "Pavia Avt" (= "Pastoral or else") followed by FES (probably = an abbreviation for "coarse fescennine verses", unless a more sensible solution is found) followed by an admittedly ambiguous "Q. P." So, what does "Q. P." abbreviate?
That's why this author's modified theory given in IIIc. above should be examined (yielding "Pastoral or else fescennine verses and to profit"). In English, the nature of a deliberately enigmatic poem is "to keep 'em guessing," often by an unfinished sentence or abbreviated word(s), and the same can be true in
Latin. An open-ended puzzle doesn't necessarily negate the existence of a code or an acrostic, unless no reasonable solutions can be suggested. Yet, Dr. Sutton's warning is valid-that acrostics, though common enough, can likely be found anywhere one wishes to find them. But I feel that would be true only if one wishes to stretch the rules enough!
For an English-language example of "stretching the rules", the alleged English-language "string cipher" and a host of other things differed from location to location, even within a given language (especially in Italy, where each city had its own dialect). To illustrate differing idioms with a familiar phrase in English (which language is only about 35% Latinate, from 25% French and 10% Latin), a simple phrase "bless his heart" can appear obvious in many places, but in the southeastern U.S., it likely means more like "what a clown that guy is!"
And we who speak English don't have to put up with all the Latinate abbreviations and truncations (although, Twitterisms and modern jargon might be emerging complications). From someone who has studied four Latinate languages and mastered none, this author attests that problems with regular and irregular verb declensions, grammar, gender identification, and a host of other complexities are abundant in each of them. And yet one of the hardest languages for a foreigner to learn is English, because of all the "rules" we have which are broken as soon as they're pronounced. As can be imagined, this makes translating into English, let alone into or from Latin, a difficult proposition. If we were to have ten Latinist experts translate a few selections of Elizabethan Latin poetry, we'd likely get a dozen or more translations, with meaning left ambiguous in various places (the translations given above are examples, differing from each other in many ways). Such is the penalty of the "Tower of Babel".
Turning to another topic, this author believes Greene's poem has potential bearing on identity of the "beloved youth" of the 1609 Sonnets and 1640 Poems (derived in part from Figure 6 , where Whitaker's definition for "vere" possibly includes "youth"). But that requires us to examine a wider context. Just a few weeks after the entry of Gwydonius into the Stationers Registry (S.R.) in April 1584, the June 1584 Pandora, or the Musyke of His Mistresse Diana was published (as dated in the signature of its profuse dedication to Oxford). Pandora was a 13 As discussed in Hess' Article # 13 at http://home.earthlink.net/~beornshall/index.html/id26.html.
